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INSPIRED
BY
NATURE

WHY CHOOSE US
SARVO INTERNATIONAL
We are direct processors and importers of highest quality natural stone products
from India and we channel our natural stone products all over United States from
our main office situated in the Lone Star State. Our products are made from
limestone, quartzite, slate, sandstone and travertine.
Our product comes in unlimited sizes and excellent quality that means you get the
best of both worlds by customizing the size and pattern all in ultimate quality.
material Our dream is to make a benchmark in the natural stone industry and we
believe through combined 12 years of experience in stone industry and higher
education among the partners, our dream will come true.
Our product list carries Rock face in multiple Patterns, landscape pavers in multiple
patterns, Bullnose, Cobblestone, Column Caps, Driveway Pavers, Flagstone,
Slab, Steps, Stepping Stone, Thin Veneer, Treads, Wall Caps, Window Sill, Mosaic
on special request ,we do take orders in many different colors and sizes. Our
biggest difference from cast concrete pavers is that our product is natural and it
can be quarried and cut to fulfill special orders for custom projects in many sizes
and colors. We believe customer satisfaction is the biggest priority in any business
and we tend to deliver that. All our products are ethically sourced and complies
‘CE’ marking.
*Our products being as natural stones, variation in colors are bound to occur.

Diversity

Respect

Diversity has a big impact on our social,
personal as well as work life. As a natural
stone processors and importers, we are
overwhelmed with the different clients from
all around the world and that is what we love
about our business.

You can never buy respect but you have to
always earn it. We believe no work is big or
small, carrying forward that legacy, we
promise to work hard and work with you to
make your idea turn into reality

Transparency

Integrity

Transparency is a key note of any business, at
Sarvo International we have complete
transparency with our clients so that our
clients knows exactly the ins and outs of our
business.

Last but not the least, the most important key
principal of any business is integrity, being
honest and have strong moral principles,
that’s our way to go so that you can have
complete peace of mind while working with
us. That’s why we never promote child labor
and we do not support any animal abuse.

WORD FROM DIRECTOR
Welcome to Sarvo International, a complete place to get your home
decorated and get you going with your dream house. My family has
been in stone business for over 50 years, started by my grandfather to
my father to my elder brother and now me. My grandfather and my
father have also discovered some natural stones apart from
manufacturing and processing them where as my brother took the
legacy to overseas, with the same concept and with higher education in
USA, I want to explore the American markets. I want to create a brand
with Sarvo International with stones.
I am personally linked with other manufactures in this industry which all
are specialized in different products & I channel through them so that
our customer gets the best of any category he/she chooses. Our
company’s and my goal is to provide the best and which ultimately
leads to satisfaction. As being in stone industry I am still evolving and
still learning new things. There are so many things you can create with
stone, so many patterns are still yet to discovered and so many unique
imaginations that can come true. Tell us your imagination and we will
make it true. That’s why we have put up a generic size chart as we want
to work with you rather then telling you that this is what we sell. We
promise to give you our best and we won’t let your hopes and
imaginations down.

VAIBHAV GUPTA
MBA / Enterprenuer
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LIME STONE

LIME STONE

BLACK MAGIC

KOTA BLUE

This Limestone is one of the most popular limestone that is
available in black colour. It is generally used for interiors as well as
exteriors. The main attraction of this black limestone is that it is
quite hard and is used in extreme temperatures.

Kota Blue Limestone is available in greenish blue colour and
generally used both for interiors as well as exteriors. This blue
limestone has a very uniform natural split surface finish. Kota Blue
limestone is used in form of tiles, slabs, cobbles and kerbs.

Size : 36”X 24”X1”, 24”X 24”X1”,12”X24”X1”,12”X12”X1”

Size : 36”X 24”X1”, 24”X 24”X1”,12”X24”X1”,12”X12”X1”
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FRENCH VANILLA

TANDUR BLUE

French Vanilla is a warm honey coloured limestone with subtle
texture & rustic appearance. Owing to its strength & durability, it is
ideal for all kind of construction applications be it landscaping,
walling,floorings, patios and so on.

Tandur Blue Limestone slabs have a blue shade in them. Obtained in a
natural grayish blue the stone has a huge demand all over the world. The
stone has a tremendous export quality which cuts it above the rest.
These slabs are used for imparting new look and style to the house.
These slabs are available in two forms, polished and rough. Tandur Blue
Limestone can be used for both house purpose and also for the office
purposes. These slabs should be matched with proper interiors so that
the slabs look more prominent. Proper interiors make the house more
beautiful and elegant.

Size : 36”X 24”X1”, 24”X 24”X1”,12”X24”X1”,12”X12”X1”

Size : 36”X 24”X1”, 24”X 24”X1”,12”X24”X1”,12”X12”X1”
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SANDSTONE

SANDSTONE

ANCIENT FOSSIL

BAGHIRA

It is an Indian sandstone blending the base layer of soft yellow,
buff, cream and white tones, the rustic sandstone creates the ideal
platform for bursts of rich oranges and dark fossil leaf bursts with
occasional fossil markings.

It is mostly used inside and also on the wall panel. It is available in
both sawn and hand-cut edges. It is available in circle paving, pool
coping, crazy paving, Mosaics, borders & in skirting. Baghira
Sandstone is available in Natural surface. Also, it is available in a
combination of surfaces like honed and then sandblasted. Sizes,
thickness, Edges, and surface can be customized.

Size : 36”X 24”X1”, 24”X 24”X1”,12”X24”X1”,12”X12”X1”
Size : 12”X 12”X1”
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BLACK SANDSTONE

AUTUMN BROWN
Autumn Brown is a traditional sandstone with a riven surface and
irregular interesting edges. With a warm colour tone Autumn
Brown is attractive in any space, but lends itself well to a rural
scene. Autumn Brown is available in a calibrated project pack and
a more economical fine stone option.
Size : 36”X 24”X1”, 24”X 24”X1”,12”X24”X1”,12”X12”X1”

Black Sandstone is extensively used in various Exterior Pavings &
landscaping. This color is available in limited quarries and therefore is
quite exclusive. Warm and impressive, coarse grained Black
Sandstone has natural black colour with shades of yellow around the
edges. The shade of yellow on these natural stones lend a distinguished
look and make them perfect for interiors, exteriors and landscaping.
Along with the aesthetics, its natural properties such as high resistance
to weather conditions, riven texture, non-slip surface etc., make the
Black Sandstone suitable for pathways, patios, pavements, etc.
Size : 36”X 24”X1”, 24”X 24”X1”,12”X24”X1”,12”X12”X1”
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SANDSTONE

SANDSTONE

BUFF BROWN

CLOVER

This top of the range Indian Sandstone has been diamond sawn
then calibrated and honed to leave a smooth matt warm golden
buff/brown coloured appearance with some surface quartzite that
sparkles in the sunshine. Buff/Brown sawn and honed is a
premium grade paving, rich in colour, and provides a tasteful,
refined and elegant backdrop to any garden. The edges are
machine cut smooth. It is suitable for both inside or outside.

This stone can be chiselled and dressed to a smooth surface in
various attractive shapes and has a variety of uses such as
roofing, flooring, paving and panelling. Raj Green Sandstone is a
very stable product and one of the best suited natural stones for
use on patios, paths and driveways.
Size : 36”X 24”X1”, 24”X 24”X1”,12”X24”X1”,12”X12”X1”

Size : 36”X 24”X1”, 24”X 24”X1”,12”X24”X1”,12”X12”X1”
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MINT

CHOCOLATE
This sandstone is very popular in the buff to brownish, sometimes
reddish, due to presence of iron oxides. It is especially useful for
exterior cladding and is available in natural, sawn as well as
polished surface finishes.

Size : 36”X 24”X1”, 24”X 24”X1”,12”X24”X1”,12”X12”X1”

Mint Sandstone is often a color that is used in relaxed atmospheres,
spas, bedrooms, around fireplaces, bathtubs, or gardens. This is
because the light colors of the stone draw in light and exude warmth.
The beigey sand colors present a soothing and expansive
appearance in a room that typically sets the tone for the overall space
and delivers a calming voice. Mint Sandstone is emboldened with
such light and warming colors that it can be complimented well with
caramel browns and natural woods making the space feel and look
lighter and naturally comforting. Because of its purely elegant look, it
will add a dynamic and premium value to any room or space.
Size : 36”X 24”X1”, 24”X 24”X1”,12”X24”X1”,12”X12”X1”
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SANDSTONE

SLATE AND QUARTZITE

RED OAK

CALIFORNIA GOLD

Red Oak sandstone is highly preferred for the amazing features
possessed by these. The Red Oak Sandstones are smooth and soft, did
not show weathering effect and could be carved and cut very easily.
Made up of the blocks of superior quality, the Red Oak Sandstones are
available in the various finish, designs, and sizes. It is suitable for interior
and exterior applications

California Gold Slate is a charming, textured slate that shines with
dazzling accents of green and gold. This head-turning slate works
beautifully outdoors, and is suitable for flooring and wall features
in residential and commercial projects alike. Create unique, rustic
looks with this collection of natural-slate stone.

Size : 36”X 24”X1”, 24”X 24”X1”,12”X24”X1”,12”X12”X1”

Faired Circle

Circle

Even Size

Patio Packs

Single Sizes

Mixed Size

Size : 24”X 24”X1”, 12”X 24”X1”, 12”X16”X 3/4” , 12”X12”X 3/4”

Even Size

Crazy Size

Patio Packs

Single Sizes

Mixed Size

Crazy Size

WINTER GREY

COPPER

This sandstone is a subtle but beautiful paving stone, with slight
variations in hue peppering its otherwise uniform colour. Owing to its
attractive and classic finish, it is suited to both indoor and outdoor
environments. A hand-cut stone product, Winter Grey is rough and
textured with variations in thickness that add to its character. Not only is
Winter grey a cost efficient solution for customers looking to create a
paved area, it is also hardwearing and sure to handle the inclement
weather conditions in different continents at different altitudes with ease.

This Copper slate has sawn sides and a slightly riven surface.
Slate has a light satin sheen and suits both traditional and
contemporary style garden design themes. The copper shades of
slate are steely grey with copper and gold banding and have
inclusions of quartzite and other minerals which enhance the
natural appeal of this paving.
Size : 24”X 24”X1”, 12”X 24”X1”, 12”X16”X 3/4” , 12”X12”X 3/4”

Size : 36”X 24”X1”, 24”X 24”X1”,12”X24”X1”,12”X12”X1”
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SLATE AND QUARTZITE

SLATE AND QUARTZITE

DEOLI GREEN

HIMACHAL BLACK

We are involved in offering deoli green polish to our clients. The
polished look of deoli green slate has a refined appearance that is
suitable for more formal setting such as a breakfast room in a
countryside hotel. In this stone the green is tinged with grey
speckled with black specks. We can cut these polished slates into
sizes as per the client’s requirements.

Himachal Black slate is a frost resistant fine grained slate stone
that comes in different sizes and styles. It is fireproof & non
slippery & are extensively used in wall-cladding, roofing, flooring
and for all types of interior as well as exterior decorations.

Size : 24”X 24”X1”, 12”X 24”X1”, 12”X16”X 3/4” , 12”X12”X 3/4”

Even Size

Patio Packs

Single Sizes

Mixed Size

Size : 24”X 24”X1”, 12”X 24”X1”, 12”X16”X 3/4” , 12”X12”X 3/4”

Crazy Size

GOLDEN

Even Size

Patio Packs

Single Sizes

Mixed Size

Crazy Size

HIMACHAL GREEN

Golden Quartzite is a stone rich in colorful patterns in gold, grey
and brown. Each rock is angular with a jagged appearance, and
makes an attractive addition to any rockery feature or garden area.

Size : 24”X 24”X1”, 12”X 24”X1”, 12”X16”X 3/4” , 12”X12”X 3/4”

Himachal Green Slate is a green slate with flecks that reflect green
light with different intensity as you walk across the tile. It certainly
makes for an eye catching worktop in the kitchen or the bathroom.
The unique aesthetic of this slate tile will combine with a variety of
themes, styles, designs and colors to produce either a
contemporary or traditional look within your home. These naturally
split tiles create light and space within your home creating a
unique affect.
Size : 24”X 24”X1”, 12”X 24”X1”, 12”X16”X 3/4” , 12”X12”X 3/4”

Even Size
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SLATE AND QUARTZITE

SLATE AND QUARTZITE

HIMACHAL WHITE

MULTICOLOR RUSTIC

Himachal White Slate is a hard slate stone which is stain & crack
resistant & also resistant to chemical weathering. It can be used in
applications like Paving, Patios, Wall Cladding in various forms
like Tiles, Ledge stones, Strips, Crazy etc.

Multicolor Rustic Slate is an excellent flooring choice. The slightly
uneven surface of a natural stone tile gives each piece its own
characteristics. Slate is a fine-grained material consisting of quartz,
mica, chlorite, and calcite. It has become a popular flooring choice
after having been commonly used for outdoor purposes for many
years. It is waterproof, so it is ideal for bathroom and kitchen floors.
It’s also stain resistant. This attractive flooring choice is durable and
easy to maintain.
Size : 24”X 24”X1”, 12”X 24”X1”, 12”X16”X 3/4” , 12”X12”X 3/4”

Size : 24”X 24”X1”, 12”X 24”X1”, 12”X16”X 3/4” , 12”X12”X 3/4”

Even Size

Patio Packs

Single Sizes

Mixed Size

Crazy Size

KUND MULTI

Even Size

Patio Packs

Single Sizes

Mixed Size

Crazy Size

OCEAN

It is a deep, purplish gray with bits of greens, golds, and rusts.
This slate has a high degree of variation in color. Kund Multi Slate
can be used both on floors and on walls, and for both exterior and
interior applications.

Ocean Slate will take your breath away with their intricate stone
effect texture and gorgeous color palette. It possess strength in its
nature that will keep scratches and stains away from the design,
for a floor that will look like new for a very long time. Waterproof and
softer underfoot than the natural material, these tiles are perfect
for bathroom and kitchen installations.
Size : 24”X 24”X1”, 12”X 24”X1”, 12”X16”X 3/4” , 12”X12”X 3/4”

Size : 24”X 24”X1”, 12”X 24”X1”, 12”X16”X 3/4” , 12”X12”X 3/4”

Even Size
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Single Sizes

Mixed Size

Crazy Size

SLATE AND QUARTZITE

SLATE AND QUARTZITE

SILVER GREY

TERRA COTTA

Silver grey slate is a gray color with a slight azure tinge that is a
representation of the average color of the material slate. As a
tertiary color, silver grey slate is an equal mix of purple and green
pigments. It is strong, durable and easy to use.

This orange color slates are highly durable and can withstand
harsh weather conditions. Due to its strength, they are widely used
in flooring in outdoors as well as indoors.

Size : 24”X 24”X1”, 12”X 24”X1”, 12”X16”X 3/4” , 12”X12”X 3/4”

Even Size

Patio Packs

Single Sizes

Mixed Size

Crazy Size

SILVER SHINE

Size : 24”X 24”X1”, 12”X 24”X1”, 12”X16”X 3/4” , 12”X12”X 3/4”

13
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Mixed Size

Crazy Size

TERRA RED

Silver Shine slate owns a very attractive color tone, which tends to
catch the viewers’ attention immediately. With gorgeous looks and
easy maintenance, silver shine slate easily does not have much
competition. This product can be widely used on walls, cladding,
kitchen tiles and flooring.

Even Size

Size : 24”X 24”X1”, 12”X 24”X1”, 12”X16”X 3/4” , 12”X12”X 3/4”

Single Sizes

Mixed Size

This wonderful collection of Terra Red Slate surely adds marvelous
appearance to interiors as well as exteriors of places. Widely used
in both industrial as well as commercial places this makes an
absolute perfect choice. Further, these red slates come with the
smoothness of terracotta that supports building of lively
atmosphere as well as in enhancing the feel of the surroundings
Size : 24”X 24”X1”, 12”X 24”X1”, 12”X16”X 3/4” , 12”X12”X 3/4”

Crazy Size

Even Size
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Patio Packs

Single Sizes

Mixed Size

Crazy Size

FIRE PITS

ROOFING

Fire pits are meant to be strong and also gives your house a little but natural heater for any season, be it summer or
winter, be it for interior or for exterior, we can make all as per requirements. What else can be needed to build a natural
heater other than the natural stone product? A fire pit can vary from a pit dug in the ground to an elaborate gas burning
structure of stone or brick. The common feature of fire pits is that they are designed to contain fire and prevent it from
spreading.

Give your roof an amazing yet unique look by getting into Limestones or Slates on the roof. Contact us and get some more information on the
available products and the sizes.

Note : Size as per order

15

Size :
Length
20”-- 38”
20”-- 38”
20”-- 38”

Width
x
x
x

24”
18”
12”

16

COBBLES AND SETTS

COBBLES AND SETTS

INTRODUCTION :-

COURSED :-

Cobbles and Setts can comprise of three main rocks that are-

1) A coursed pattern is very simple to lay. The newly-quarried and
sawn stone sett paving now widely available, is cut to accurate rectangles and
is ideally suited to being laid in courses.Reclaimed setts and hand-hewn
materials are much more irregular and so need to be laid to a taut string line to
ensure the courses remain parallel and true to level. Coursework looks even
better when cambered. Different sett widths help to create a more random and
natural appearance to the work..

* Sedimentary Rocks– Such as sandstone or siltstone, are relatively easier to cut
and shape.
* Metamorphic Rock– Such as Gneiss, Quartzite or Marble, may retain some of
the cleavage planes of its sedimentary ancestor, which is not always a desirable
trait, and so this type is rarely used.
* Igneous Sett– Such as basalts and granites, are usually much harder and have
few, if any, cleavage planes.
General sizes of cobbles- (3 ½" x 3 ½" x 3 ½") +/- & (8" x 4" x 2") +/-

USES AND APPLICATIONS :Nowadays, new setts are produced to regular dimensions in a wide variety of finishes and are often laid in the same
manner as modern concrete block paving. The reclaimed stones can be difficult to lay, mostly because of their
inherent randomness, but whether new or reclaimed, when they have been laid correctly, they are a beautiful sight and
make superb paths, patios, and driveways, as well as visually stunning areas of civic paving.
As with many other small element paving units, they offer superb possibilities for design. Their natural coloring, which
will not fade as do some concrete dyes, and the range of textured finishes bring an extra dimension to paving design,
whether it be the re-creation of traditional cobbled streets or a unique and original design for a public area.

Size : Single quantity crate
Length
4”

Width
x

4”

Thickness
x

1½”--2½”

1000 Pieces per crate

RANDOM :2) Random– Unlike the straight ‘rows’ of a coursed pattern, a random
layout is basically a jumble of cobble stones positioned wherever they
will fit.
This method of laying was typically used only on low-status work, such
as industrial yards, stables, haul roads and other places where the
presence of a hard surface was far more important than appearance,
and/or where the budget was tight but who knew the finished project will
look so much better and natural.
Size : Mix quantity crate

PATTERNS :Although it is possible to lay cobble setts and cubes in almost any configuration or design, there are four key patterns
that are seen time and time again with sett work. These are:-

17

Length
4”
6”
8”

Width
x
x
x

6”
6”
6”

Thickness
x
x
x

1½”--2½” 195 pieces (approx.) per crate
1½”--2½” 195 pieces (approx.) per crate
1½”--2½” 195 pieces (approx.) per crate

18

COBBLES AND SETTS

WALL CLADDING

EUROPEAN FAN :-

WALL CLADDING

3) European Fan- This pattern, also known as Belgian pattern or Florentine
pattern amongst others, is the most complicated pattern to set out, European
Fan only really works with cobble cubes or sets of smaller plane dimensions.
However, it is such a visually pleasing layout that it’s easy to see
just why it has been so popular for so long. It is a frequently used pattern in
Europe and is a fairly common choice of the pattern.

Wall Cladding gives a major rugged look to your interior as well as exterior walls. It comes in various sizes and designs for both Limestone
and Sandstone. Wall cladding is a thin layer of real stone applied to a building or other structure made of a material other than stone. Wall
cladding is sometimes applied to concrete and steel buildings as part of their original architectural design.

Size : Single quantity crate
Length
4”
8”

Width
x
x

4”
4”

Thickness
x
x

1½”--2½”
1½”--2½”

Note : Size as per order
1000 Pieces per crate
500 Pieces per crate

BOGEN :4) It’s worth noting that there is often some confusion regarding these
“arc” patterns. In this layout, there are a number of repeating ‘shapes’
that interlock and cover a larger area. However, on the continent, one of
the more popular layouts is the bogen also known as a segmental arc or
even radial-sett paving, which is often mistaken for a fan but is actually a
series of stacked arcs.
Size : Single quantity crate
Length
4”
8”

19

Width
x
x

4”
4”

Thickness
x
x

1½”--2½”
1½”--2½”

1000 Pieces per crate
500 Pieces per crate
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STEPS

AGED TUMBLED BRICKS

DESCRIPTION :

DESCRIPTION :

One of the best way to ensure that your garden or property entrance looks fantastic is by adding our stone steps. Why just limit to
garden or entrance, it will look astonishing among any area which requires them, be in indoors or outdoors, they give a very
sturdy visual impact.

Sandstone Bricks can be used in building because of its close similarities in texture to sand, and has an aesthetically pleasing
appearance. This architectural provides our customers with an exterior cladding option they can rely on for commercial building
projects of all sizes.

They come in 6 beautiful colours; Sandstone in Clover, Mint, Winter Grey and Limestone in Kota Blue, Black Magic, French
Vanilla with a bullnosed edge/rough edge.

Size : Mix quantity crate

*Steps are smooth on one side and are textured on the other side as per your project requirements
*Mint is smooth on one side only.

Length
8¾”
12”
14¼”

Width
x
x
x

4”
4”
4”

Thickness
x
x
x

2”--2¾”
2”--2¾”
2”--2¾”

48 Pieces per crate
72 Pieces per crate
90 Pieces per crate

SIZE- 16”X48”X6” with bullnosed/rough edge.
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COLUMN CAPS

STEPPING STONE

DESCRIPTION :

DESCRIPTION :

Column caps give your designs an incredible finishing touch that adds professional flair and amazing visual appeal. By adding a
cap to your columns, you create a beautifully finished appearance which will add to the illusion of expensive traditional masonry
and get people to take notice. Depending on your column designs, adding a cap may be the perfect way to give a free standing
column a more dynamic look or add polish to fence posts. No matter how you plan to use these cap accessories; your home,
office or business will be more beautiful for it.

What a beautiful way to design a path in front lawn or create your own magical way to the plants you have planted in front or
backyard. For your comfort and safety, what is more appropriate then a natural stone. Strong and non-slippery by nature plus
they show no effect on weather makes them perfect for any project.
*Shapes are –

They comes in a variety of stones.

Random (15”-18”X1½”) +/- Approx.

SIZE- 24" x 24" x 1 ¼", 24" x 24" x 2", 29" x 29" x 2"

Sphere (18”X18”X1½”) +/Hearts (15”X18”X1½”) +/-
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OUR PROCESS
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4

Our process consists of selecting the best place our natural
stones comes from. Only the best bocks are carefully
handpicked and are sent forward to our processing plants on
trucks. From there those huge blocks goes under block cutters
which produces slabs which are easy to maneuver. After
careful observation and according to custom sizes, slabs are
hand cut by expert stone masons. We know and truly believe
that in export, packing is equally important as the product, so
we pay special attention is high class packing which is sealed
by us, only to be opened at the port to load on the ships and be
on their way. After deliver, that’s where most of the work and
time consumption is done, you will have the stone in custody.
Now it is that time where whatever you wished for is about to
come true. Just lay the stones in desired format and in right
condition and enjoy the limitless pleasure of rigidity, low
maintenance, beautiful looks and amazing patterns.
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